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I. Introduction 

 

The Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or the “Commission”) has before it the 

application of Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren” or “Company”) for approval of its third 

Electric Energy Efficiency and Demand Response and Natural Gas Efficiency Plan (“Plan 3”) 

pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/8-103(f) and 220 ILCS 5/8-104(f) of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”). 

The parties filed initial briefs on December 3, 2013. The Environmental Law and Policy Center 

(“ELPC”) hereby replies to Ameren’s Initial Brief. 

ELPC’s Reply Brief will address two issues. First, Ameren overstates the difficulty of 

changing its DS-5 tariff to include LED street lighting. Second, Ameren misrepresents the 

ELPC/AG and Staff net-to-gross (“NTG”) frameworks, and makes contradictory 

recommendations of how the NTG framework should function. 

V.C.6. Miscellaneous 

 

 Street lighting is an important issue in this proceeding because of the significant amount 

of energy that street lights use. As ELPC Witness Crandall explained, Ameren currently offers its 

customers only “mercury vapor, sodium vapor and metal halide [street] lighting technology 

options.” ELPC Exhibit 1.0 at page 13. These technologies are much less energy efficient than 

LED street lights. ELPC recommends, therefore, that Ameren modify its DS-5 tariff to include 

LED street lighting, which will increase the available options to Ameren customers and save 

customers who choose to install LED street lights considerable money over the long-term. ELPC 

Initial Brief at page 22. In rejecting ELPC’s recommendation for a street lighting tariff, Ameren 

does not provide any substantive arguments against the energy savings that LED street lights 

would create or any evidence that that the technology isn’t cost effective. Instead, Ameren 

simply argues that ELPC’s recommendation is “vague and premature” because it “would require 
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significant consideration of many factors not identified in testimony.” Ameren Initial Brief at 

page 77. These factors include, “cost of service, revenue requirements, billing determinants, and 

kWh sales.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 77. 

Ameren’s argument fails to address ELPC’s recommendation that the Company “modify 

its tariff DS-5 to include LED street lighting as soon as possible.” ELPC Initial Brief at page 24. 

In order to make this modification, Ameren would need to make various decisions, in 

conjunction with the SAG, on exactly how the tariff structure should be modified to include LED 

street lights. Mr. Crandall did not include the example tariff from IPL to provide Ameren with 

specific values to include in its DS-5 modification, but rather as an example to help in the 

modification process. As noted in ELPC’s Initial Brief, Ameren Missouri recently implemented a 

LED street lighting tariff, so Ameren could also use that tariff as an example. ELPC Initial Brief 

at page 23. 

 While ELPC does not argue that Ameren should simply mimic the IPL tariff, it cannot 

ignore Ameren’s mischaracterization and overstatement of the complexity of the IPL tariff. 

Ameren claims, “The [IPL tariff] makes clear the rate for LED service is a composite of several 

charges, including lamp size and kwh usage, and that the rate is also subject to the sum of other 

charges.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 78. While it is true that the monthly charge for an LED 

street light under IPL’s tariff is a composite of charges, the same is true for IPL’s high pressure 

sodium (“HPS”) vapor street lights, which are subject to all of the same charges as the LED 

street lights. ELPC Exhibit 1.2. Ameren points specifically to the IPL tariff’s reference to the 

Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery Clause (“EECRC”), which funds the energy efficiency 

portfolio, as a complicating factor. Ameren Initial Brief at page 78. The EECRC, however, 

applies equally to customers with LED street lights and HPS street lights, as does the Tax 
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Adjustment, the Energy Cost Adjustment, the Regional Transmission Service Clause, the Prompt 

Payment Provision, and all the other components that make up the rate IPL charges its customers 

for street lighting. ELPC Exhibit 1.2. Mr. Crandall did not explain each of these components in 

detail because he was merely trying to make a point that another Midwest utility had taken 

appropriate action to move its street lighting program in the right direction instead of continuing 

to encourage use of inefficient lighting. 

Similar to IPL’s tariff, Ameren’s existing DS-5 tariff includes various charges depending 

on the kind of customer and the kind of lighting, including Distribution Delivery Charges, Power 

and Energy Charges, and Transmission Charges. Ameren Illinois Company, Electric Service 

Schedule Ill. C. C. No. 1, Rate DS-5 – Lighting Service.
1
 Ameren will need to modify its own 

tariff to take into account whatever relevant charges it must include for its street lighting 

customers, whether they use LED street lights or not. The purpose of providing examples from 

Iowa and Missouri is merely to demonstrate that modifying the tariff is feasible. Ameren’s street 

lighting tariff will of course differ in the details. Other utilities are already implementing LED 

street lighting in other states, and Ameren should start implementing it in Illinois 

ELPC recognizes that Ameren will need some time to determine the exact lamp sizes and 

rates for LED street lights and to confer with the SAG. The fact that the process will take some 

time does not excuse Ameren’s unwillingness to start moving forward with a program that would 

achieve additional energy efficiency savings at little additional cost. The Commission should 

order Ameren to modify its DS-5 tariff within one year to include LED street lighting. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Available at http://www.ameren.com/sites/aiu/Rates/Documents/AIel15rtds5.pdf 
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VI.A.2.  Modified NTG Framework Proposals 

 

Under all proposed NTG frameworks in this case, the independent evaluators will set 

most NTG values. Under the NTG frameworks proposed by intervenors, the SAG would propose 

alternative NTG values for the Commission to rule on only in those rare instances in which the 

SAG members dispute the legitimacy of a proposed NTG value and there is no previously 

determined NTG value to fall back on. The role of the SAG, therefore, is advisory and should be 

thought of as a way to help ensure the best NTG values so that ratepayers get the most for their 

money. 

In its Initial Brief, Staff argued in favor of Staff Exhibit 3.1, which represents Staff’s 

effort to merge its proposed NTG framework with the SAG NTG Framework (ELPC Exhibit 

1.4) proposed by ELPC and the AG experts. Staff Initial Brief at page 52. In their respective 

initial briefs, ELPC and the AG argued that the Commission should adopt the NTG framework 

found in Staff Exhibit 3.1, with the amendment that the Commission should modify Staff Exhibit 

3.1 to include the voting parties provision of the SAG NTG framework, which keeps 

subcontractors from voting on SAG issues. Ameren, however, argued that the Commission 

should adopt its proposed NTG framework, which would eliminate SAG involvement in the 

NTG process by adopting the NTG values proposed by the independent evaluators without 

further input from the SAG. Ameren Initial Brief at page 81. 

In its Initial Brief, Ameren provided several arguments that misrepresent the SAG NTG 

Framework and Staff Exhibit 3.1 (“Proposed NTG Frameworks”). The Company then goes on to 

make recommendations for changes that the Commission should make to Staff Exhibit 3.1 if the 

Commission rejects Ameren’s proposed NTG framework. The Commission should reject 

Ameren’s arguments against the Proposed NTG Frameworks and, as ELPC argued in its Initial 
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Brief, approve Staff Exhibit 3.1 with the amendment that it includes the voting parties provision 

of the SAG NTG Framework. 

(a) The Commission should disregard Ameren’s arguments against ELPC’s and 

Staff’s NTG frameworks 

 

Ameren makes several arguments against the Proposed NTG Frameworks. These 

arguments misrepresent the NTG proposals and contradict Ameren’s own recommendations on 

the role of the SAG in the NTG process. 

(i) The Proposed NTG Frameworks would not impermissibly grant decision-

making authority to the SAG 

 

The Company argues that the Proposed NTG Frameworks “would impermissibly grant 

decision making authority to the SAG over critical aspects of the Plan, which runs counter to the 

Commission’s previous findings in Ameren Illinois’ Plan 2 approval docket.” Ameren Initial 

Brief at page 82. The Company relies on the Commission’s finding from its Final Order in 10-

0568 that it was concerned “about the suggestion to grant stakeholders decision-making 

authority, as it raises the possibility of deadlock, and gives rise to the possibility of conflicts of 

interest in the context of delivering the optimal programs and measures to the ratepayers.” ICC 

Docket No. 10-0568, 12/21/10 Final Order at page 86. The Proposed NTG Frameworks would 

not run afoul of the Commission’s concern because they do not grant the SAG final decision-

making authority over the NTG values. Specifically, under Staff Exhibit 3.1, a non-consensus 

NTG value is either deemed to be the average of previously evaluated NTG values or else it goes 

before the Commission for final determination. Staff Exhibit 3.1 at page 5. The Commission, 

therefore, maintains the final authority over the NTG values while the SAG serves an advisory 

role to help process and evaluate changing information over the course of Plan 3. 
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 (ii) Staff’s modified NTG framework is not overly complicated or 

burdensome 

 

 Ameren argues that because the Proposed NTG Frameworks are detailed and multi-

pronged they are therefore “complicated” and “burdensome.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 83. In 

reality, the specificity of the Proposed NTG Frameworks creates a streamlined process that 

allows the SAG to play the “advisory” role that the Commission intended (ICC Docket No. 10-

5068, 12/21/10 Final Order at page 86) while also providing a way to resolve any disputes 

between stakeholders without Commission intervention where possible. By specifying out each 

step in detail, the Proposed NTG Frameworks eliminate any ambiguity in the process and limit 

unresolved issues to those likely rare instances in which there is no consensus and no prior 

evaluated NTG values. While it is true that Ameren’s proposal would take less time, it would do 

so by eliminating the SAG from the process and relying entirely on the independent evaluators 

with no input from other stakeholders. 

 Ameren overreacts that the Proposed NTG Frameworks would “go on to add four more 

months of deliberation, debate, preparation and submission of reports and counter-reports” to 

refine and improve NTG values. Ameren Initial Brief at page 84 (emphasis in original). With 

hundreds of millions of dollars at stake in Plan 3, it is unclear why the Company is in such a rush 

to establish NTG values before March of each year. The Proposed NTG Frameworks provide a 

methodology to achieve the best NTG values possible, which help ensure that ratepayer money is 

put to its best use. 

(iii) The Proposed NTG Frameworks do not eliminate impermissibly the 

independent evaluators’ recommended NTG values  

 

Ameren mistakenly argues that the Proposed NTG Frameworks “would vault the SAG 

above the independent evaluator” (Ameren Initial Brief at page 82) and “usurp[], and likely 
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eliminate[], the Independent EM&V-recommended NTG value.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 84. 

In reality, the Proposed NTG Frameworks put the judgment of the independent evaluators front 

and center. The NTG process begins with the requirement that “[e]ach Evaluator shall submit to 

the Utility, ICC Staff, [SAG] Facilitator, and/or the SAG a memorandum documenting the 

NTGR values.” Staff Exhibit 3.1 at page 1. The evaluator remains a crucial part of the process. It 

issues a revised a memo, distributes meeting notes, and issues a final memo prior to utilities 

filing the consensus NTG values on the TRM approval docket. Staff Exhibit 3.1 at page 5. The 

independent evaluator, therefore, frames the entire discussion of NTG values, with the SAG 

playing merely an advisory role to ensure the integrity of the NTG process so that valid, reliable 

savings estimates are developed for the EE programs. 

(b) The Commission should reject Ameren’s proposed modifications to Staff’s 

modified NTG framework 

 

 Ameren argues that if the Commission rejects its NTG framework, “the frameworks set 

forth in Staff Exhibit 3.1 would be preferable as long as the commission also ordered the 

following modifications.” The Commission should reject both Ameren’s proposed NTG 

framework and its modifications to Staff Exhibit 3.1. Ameren’s modifications to Staff Exhibit 

3.1 would make the proposal weaker and are contradictory to Ameren’s own position on the role 

of the SAG. Instead, the Commission should adopt Staff Exhibit 3.1 with the sole modification 

that it includes the voting parties provision from ELPC Exhibit 1.4. 

(i) The Commission should reject Ameren’s proposal to deem non-consensus 

NTG values at the average of the SAG participants’ proposed NTGR 

values for PYt+1 

 

 Staff Exhibit 3.1, paragraph 8 states, “In cases where consensus is not reached on an 

individual NTGR value . . . the non-consensus individual NTGR value for the applicable 

program year (PTt+1) shall be deemed the average of the evaluated NTGR values from PYt and 
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PYt-1.” Staff Exhibit 3.1 at page 3. Ameren proposes to change the non-consensus values from 

the average of previously evaluated NTG values to the average of SAG participants’ proposed 

NTG values. Ameren Initial Brief at page 85. This change is antithetical to Ameren’s arguments 

that the Proposed NTG Frameworks “usurp[], and likely eliminate[], the independent EM&V-

recommended NTG value.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 84.  Ameren’s proposal would move 

away from reliance on evaluated NTG values and toward a SAG determination of those values. 

While ELPC believes the SAG plays an important role in refining the evaluated NTG values, 

where the SAG cannot reach consensus, it makes the most sense to rely on previously evaluated 

NTG values rather than simply on an average of SAG participant recommendations. Ameren’s 

proposal effectively makes the SAG the final decision-maker, which is contrary to Ameren’s 

own position and the Commission’s order in Plan 2. Ameren’s proposal also opens the door for 

SAG participants to game the system by artificially inflating or deflating their proposed NTG 

values to skew the average. The Commission should reject Ameren’s proposal and leave 

paragraph 8 of Staff Exhibit 3.1 as is. 

(ii) The Commission should not allow the SAG to modify the NTG 

Framework without Commission approval 

 

 Staff Exhibit 3.1, which is supported by Staff and largely by ELPC and the AG, would 

not allow further modification of the NTG framework without Commission approval. Ameren, 

however, argues that the Commission “should allow the SAG to modify any NTG Framework, 

without Commission approval, through the consensus process.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 87. 

This is contrary to the Company’s earlier claim that the Proposed NTG Frameworks place the 

SAG “beyond its intended ‘advisory role’ and into one that would have critical decision making 

authority.” Ameren Initial Brief at page 82. Under Ameren’s proposal, the Commission would 

grant the SAG unlimited authority to change the NTG framework, which would truly give the 
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SAG the “decision-making authority” that the Commission previously rejected. ICC Docket No. 

10-0568, 12/21/10 Final Order at page 86. The Commission should not abdicate its authority 

over the framework to the SAG, but rather should continue to rely on SAG to serve an advisory 

role over the future of the NTG framework. The Commission, therefore, should approve Staff 

Exhibit 3.1 with the sole modification that it includes the voting parties provision of ELPC 

Exhibit 1.4. 

VIII. Conclusion 

 The Commission should approve Ameren’s proposed Plan 3 with ELPC’s 

recommendations. 

 

 

Dated: December 9, 2013 
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